
Physical Properties

This means what it has inside itself to make it what it is.

Absorbency Take on another element – Usually a liquid.

Density How compact it is.

Fusibility Combining one material to another.

Electric conductor Allows electricity to pass through it.

Thermal Conductor Allow heat to pass through it.



Working properties
This means how it responds in a physical situation/ environment.

Strength Withstand a force

Hardness Resist getting scratched

Toughness Absorb impact energy/ impact without breaking

Malleability Deform under pressure without cracking, splitting or tearing

Ductility Can be stretched without snapping

Elasticity Ability to return to shape after being deformed.



Objectives

 Know the primary sources of materials

 Be able to recognise papers and boards

 Understand the properties of paper and boards

Papers and boards are made from wood pulp.

Sometimes cotton is used.



Paper



Common boards

Boards are measured in Microns or grams (GSM) 

1000 microns is 1mm of thickness. 

The lower the micron the thinner the card.



Boards



Q2 which papers or boards would you use to for the following tasks?

A) Rendering a final design using coloured marker pens

B)creating the net for a box to transport a cake

C) producing high quality point of sales advertising stand to hold leaflets.

Q3 A disposal coffee cup is made of duplex board with a corrugated cardboard sleeve.

a) Suggest two properties of corrugated cardboard that make it suitable for the use as a sleeve.

b) Explain how the properties of the duplex board can be modified to make it suitable to hold liquid.

Q)4 Collect samples of different types of papers and boxes and compare factors like sizing, weight, colour density, 

absorption, flexibility etc. Record your findings in a grid and compare with a friend.



Objectives

Know the primary sources of materials for producing natural 

and manufactured timbers.

Be able to recognise and characterise different types of wood

Understand how properties of how can effect performance.



Objectives

Know the primary sources of materials for producing 

natural and manufactured timbers.

Be able to recognise and characterise different types of 

wood

Understand how properties of how can effect 

performance.



Natural wood is characterised as hard and soft wood.

Hardwood = deciduous

Softwood = coniferous



Hardwoods has leaves. They turn brown in the 

autumn and sheds its leaves by winter! 

These trees can take 100-300 years to grow –

especially oak.

They are less porous than soft woods.

Usually harder and less prone to rotting.

Usually more expensive than softwoods



Softwoods have needles. These are nicknamed ever 

green because their needles stay green all year 

round. They DO NOT LOOSE THEIR NEEDLES!

These can take between 10-25 years to grow/get to 

maturity.

Used more in construction because its cheap and 

fairly strong.



Felling is a term used for cutting down trees. Done using 

machines or chainsaws. They are debranched when cut down and 

then debarked. Nothing goes to waste and will be used for paper, 

garden bedding and logs for fires.



Q1 a sustainable managed forest contains 1000 trees

a) If these were softwood trees felled at 25 years of age and 1/25 of the trees are harvested each 
year to ensure consistent supply, how many trees are felled?

a) If the same forest was planted with a hardwood trees that mature at 40 years of age and 1/40 

were felled, how many trees would be felled each year?









Q3 What would you use to construct a shelf unit in a shower room.

Q4 what two ways in which softwoods or manufactured boards could be 

made to look like hardwoods?



Metals and alloys

Objectives

Know primary sources of materials for producing metals and 

alloys.

Recognise and characterise different types of metals and alloys.

Understand how the physical and working properties of a range 

of metals and alloys affect their understanding.



Metals
Humans have used metals for thousands of years.

They have high strength and are one of the main materials in construction.

They are categorised into two areas called ferrous and nonferrous.

Metals are found in the earth’s crust.

They are needed to be mined and come out as an ore. Ore is a type of rock that contains 

the metal. It is then put in a furnace to extract the metal from the ore.



Q1 what is the difference between an alloy and a pure metal?

Q2 What factors make metal an expensive material to obtain?

Q3 Why is mild steel a popular material for the construction of buildings and 

vehicles.



Ferrous Metals

These contain iron. 

Most are magnetic.

Will rust if exposed to water.

Carbon added to ferrous metals to make them 

harder.



Q4 Explain why rust can be an issue for structural products made from low carbon steel.

Q5 What is the chemical symbol for iron?





NON - Ferrous metals

Not magnetic metal and has no iron in it.

It can oxidise and may go a deep turquoise colour.



Q6 What factors can make precious metals more 

expensive to obtain?





Alloys

Chemical bonding two or more metals pure metals 

together. 

Improve strength

Make lighter 





Polymers

Objectives

Know the primary sources of materials for producing polymers

Be able to recognise and characterise different polymers

Understand the physical working properties of thermo and 

thermosetting plastics



Polymers
Plastics come from finite materials called oil!

However, technology is now allowing us to produce it 

from vegetable starches.

There are natural plastics called amber and rubber



Plastics are categorised into two types 

called thermoplastics and thermosetting 

plastics



Thermoplastics

A plastic that can be reshaped when heated many times.

Characteristics 

1.Few cross links

2.Low melting point

3.Flexible when heated

Used in vacuum forming, injection moulding and blow 

moulding. They can be recycled.



Thermosetting plastics

A plastic that cant be reformed when heated.

Characteristics

1.Lots of cross links

2.High melting point

3.Brittle and rigid

Difficult to be recycled.



Q1 What molecular property allows 

thermoplastics to have more flexibility 

when heated.



Thermoplastics





Q2 What are the basic properties that all 

plastics possess?

Q3 What plastic is best suited for making 

drinking straws?



Textiles

Objectives

Know the primary sources of materials for producing textiles

Be able to recognise and characterise different textiles

Understand the physical working properties of textiles



Textiles have a great strength to weight ratio. 

This means less material can be used in products.

Textiles come in

Rolls

Yarns

Fibres



Textiles can be cheap or high expensive depending upon how they are 

manufactured/ laboured

Categories of textiles -
Natural fibres

Synthetic fibres

Mixed fibres

Woven fabric

Woven fabric

Non-woven fabric

Knitted textiles



Plant based natural fibres

Spun together to create a yarn. These are renewable but 

take a long time to grow.









Woven textiles

These are threaded at 90 degrees to each other.

The warp threads are fixed in the loom and run the length 

of the fabric. The weft threads run across the width 

selvedge.

There are many different types of weave, the most common 

is the plain weave.
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Knitted textiles

Process when interlocking yarn loops to produce a 

fabric. Knitting can be done by hand or machine.



Weft knitting

Made by hand or machine using a 

single yarn.

They are stretchy and can be prone 

to unlocking.

Can lose their shape.

Very warm as air gets trapped in 

holes.
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Warp knitting

Less prone to unravelling – makes it easy to cut.

Less stretchy

Holds it shape better.

Made by machine only.




